fortune to first meet Hans Zenner when he was abright young resident before he did his important work and, later, I first observed in his laboratory in Wtirzburg, a live demonstration of outer hair cells moving in response to various stimuli. Professor Zenner is a member of the Editorial Board of Ear, Nos e and Throat Journal. A special article describing a completely new theory of hearing is presented in this issue by James H. Doyle , BS. Mr. Doyle is an electrical engineer who conceived and built the first cochlear implant that functioned successfully in a human for more than two years.' When I first read the manuscript, I was skeptical, but after I reread it several times, and con sidered the implications, I became convinced that Doyle's Theory of Hearing may be credible since it explained the facts that we know from direct electrical stimulation of the cochlea better than old, existing theories . Theories of hearing found in current textbooks state that the cochlear afferent nerves are stimulated to produce hearing: they are the place principle, periodicity principle, and spatial distribution principle. Surprisingly, little is known today about the true physiology and anatomy of the saccule and utricle in mammals.
Doyle's theory is that sound reaches the brain by way of a simple system of a relatively small number of afferent nerves from the saccule. The human cochlea acts solely as a complex "control unit" which can make sounds be heard more clearly , less clearly, more loudly , more softly or not heard at all.
Validation of this theory could lead to the development of significantly improved cochlear implants, as well as new operations on the inner ear to correct partial hearing impairment and distortion of hearing.
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